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Croquet CNSW COVID-19 Guidelines 

Date of Guideline: 15 January 2022: Changes since last guideline (December 
23, 2021):  CNSW tournament requirements and advice to clubs on venue 
restrictions 

Executive Summary 

There are no restrictions on playing croquet or social club gatherings after croquet.  Masks 
must be worn indoors but there is no requirement to use QR code check-in. 

However, Covid cases are increasing rapidly so common sense would suggest that players 
follow the hygiene rules and use social distancing. 

1. Hygiene Rules When Playing Croquet 
No member should play if unwell. Players must follow any advice given to them by the 
Department of Health. Clean any shared equipment and follow social distancing. 

2. Record Keeping 
No specific requirements.  QR codes should no longer be used if you are a standalone 
croquet club playing croquet and having social interaction.  If your club shares a location 
e.g., a registered club you should check with the location provider. 

3. Social Gatherings and Outdoor Recreation 
No restrictions on gatherings outdoors. Indoor gatherings must wear masks unless eating or 
drinking.  Those who are eating or drinking should be seated and singing is not allowed. 

4. Corporate Hires 
Clubs should ask Corporate Hires to confirm any Covid requirements.  QR codes and mask 
wearing may be required.  

5. Clubhouses 
Clubhouses can open. Masks must be worn indoors.  Sharing of food should be discouraged 
and good hygiene practices should be followed. Masks may be removed for eating or 
drinking.  Patrons should remain seated whilst eating or drinking and no singing is allowed. 

6. Vaccination requirements 
There is no government requirement to check vaccination status for playing croquet or 
entering clubhouses. However, clubs may introduce their own requirements.  In that case 
clubs have the right to ask for evidence of vaccination status and refuse entry if this is not 
provided.  
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The are no health orders supporting venues applying additional entry requirements.  This 
means that clubs need to be sure that they are complying with legislation, are acting within 
the club constitution and have the support of members. 

7. Croquet Competitions  
No NSW government restrictions but clubs do have a right to set vaccination requirements 
for their events. 

The are no health orders supporting venues applying additional entry requirements.  This 
means that clubs need to be sure that they are complying with legislation, are acting within 
the club constitution and have the support of members 

8. CNSW Competitions 
Players in CNSW competitions need to be double vaccinated or have a medical exemption.  
Venues may also have their own more stringent requirements which would cover not only 
players but also officials and workers. 

CNSW also encourages all involved do a Rapid Antigen Test before participation in a CNSW 
competition. This test should be done at home before leaving for the competition venue. 


